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Introduction

On 25 February 1946, the British statesman and writer, John Strachey, made
the following historically prescient statement to the IMO Extraordinary Conference
of Directors of Meteorological Services meeting in London:
" . .. meteorology will ... become one of the key sciences of the world, and
you, who are all meteorologists , will be called upon to play a far more important role than you have ever played before in human affairs."
We have now arrived at this point. As we shall see, the contribution which meteorologists are making to the well-being of humanity is increasingly recognized. In
spite of restraints imposed by institutional , political and other factors, meteorologists
have made remarkable advances. Fortunately, the non-meteorological world, particularly that part of it with political and economic power , is also now fast removing
those restraints. Important actions by the international community provide convincing evidence of that fact.
If we have to fix a date for the changed attitude towards the role of mete·orologists in the world, it is surely 20 December·l96l. On that day the General Assembly
of the United Nations unanimously adopted a resolution consciously recognizing
the enhanced role of the World Meteorological Organization in the affairs of mankind. That resolution gave an immense fillip to the work of WMO in exploring the
physical forces affecting climate and the possibilities of weather modification. Jt
also vastly stimulated WMO's traditional work in weather forecasting , directly
leading to the creation of the World Weather Watch, perhaps the single most import~
ant event in a century of international meteorological co-operation.
More recently , in other forums, the international community has made it quite
clear that if there are to be solutions to some of the world's most pressing problems,
international meteorology must play a major role. Indeed, a n expanding role for
meteorology in the world was a dominant theme emerging from the Seventh Congress
of the World Meteorological Organization which met for four weeks during April
and May 1975 . This Congress brought together some five hundred of the world's
outstanding meteorologists and other environmental scientists. In his speech to this
Congress, the Secretary-General of the United Nations , Dr. Kurt Waldheim,
expressed his increasing awareness that the major problems confronting mankind
could be resolved only by collective international action. This called for that cooperation and spirit of shared interest and concern which had always characterized
the work and activities of WMO.
The global problems which were uppermost in the mind of the UN SecretaryGeneral were those of which the daily press and other information media have
4 made all of us only too aware: the world food problem, droughts and floods, tropical

cyclones , the possibility of significant changes in climate , a nd t he pollution of the
air , oceans a nd waters of the Earth . But new a nd importa nt developments in meteorology have put WMO in a prominent place in programmes a nd activ ities directed
towards the sol ution or allev iation of these problems.
Unlike Minerva who spra ng fully armed from the head of Jupiter , WMO has
not sudd enly appeared on the world scene bringing in sta nt so lutions for old and
naggin g problems. As it ex ists today , WMO is the end product of more than one
hundred yea rs of intern atio nal co-operation in meteorology. Let us glance briefly
at the hi storica l background of this intergovernmental in strument for dealing with
global problems such as those we have already mentioned.
The predecessor organization of WMO - the International Meteorological
Organi zatio n (IMO) - came in to ex istence at a Co ngress held in Vie nn a in J 873.
The 32 representatives of 20 co untri es who met at that Co ngress established certain
principles which are still valid today: in effect, the Directors of Meteorological Services still co ntrol the activities of the Organization a nd , as far as possible, the Organization carries out its activities on a vo luntary basis. Adherence to these principles
was respo nsi ble for the establishment of a spirit and t radition of friendly co-operation
which sti ll exists today. When WMO was created in 1951 it inherited this valuable
legacy , this method of working , so well tuned to realities of international life. All
of this enab led it to cope with problems far wider in sco pe tha n were dreamed of
in 1873 by Buys Ballot and the other founding fathers of IMO.
An outstanding scientist-administrator who now heads one of the world's great
Meteorol ogica l Services has pointed o ut that the central task of the World Meteorological Organization has not changed in the hundred years since its predecessor
organization was founded. The foremost priority continues to be the collection and
exchange of meteorological information required by national weather services.
This enables them to meet national needs for weather forecasts a nd warnings to
protect life and property, a nd to meet all other daily needs for weather information.
He considered WMO to be one of the most successfu l international organizations
in the United Nations family. Among the reasons given for this assessment he
noted the obvious benefits derived from mutu al co -operation . This co-operation
h ad developed well because the Organization had concentrated on its scientific and
technical work a nd had not been diverted by political issues belonging to other
forums. The principles of 1873 just referred to had benefited internation al meteorology. As the Permanent Representatives to WMO had to be Directors of national
weather services, they were techn ically knowledgeable. And WMO as an international co-ord in ating body rather than an operating one has been notably successful in responding to the needs of both developing and developed co untries.
How WMO has responded to these needs (its achievement) and how it is helping
countries so lve the pressing problems we have already mentioned (the challenge)
are the subj ect matter of this booklet. In order to understand how WMO will
confront this great challenge , we must first consider the normal or what might be
called regu lar activities of the Organization. For it is the experience gained from
carrying out these activities and the machinery esta blished for that purpose which
must inevitably be the basis of WMO's efforts to cope with some of the problems
besetting mankind. This will be the subject-matter of the section which follows.
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The achievement

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND:
THE RISE OF METEOROLOGY AS A SCIENCE
Meteorology is a science which has come into its own in the twentieth century.
Indeed , as we sha ll see , the century was well advanced before the names of distinguished scientists in thi s relatively new earth science - meteorology - began to
appear in significant numbers. There was a reason for this. The distinguished
British scientist and historian of science , J. D . Bernal , has pointed out that the status
of the earth sciences - geology, oceanography and meteorology - is different in
kind from that of the basic sciences of physics a nd chemistry. The former lack the
same degree of genera lity , tied as they are to particular places and times. The
enormous changes in the earth sciences such as meteorology are due largely to new
techniques and new ideas imported from physics , mathematics a nd chemistry.
If there has been no Nobel Prize Laureate in meteorology, that is an understandable reflection of the situation. But this is not to gainsay the immensity and
importance of the tasks confronting meteorologists who are grappling with phenomena as large as the globe itself, multi-dimension al and generally impossible to contain
within the minuscule space of a laboratory. To understand these phenomena - and
this is essential if we attempt to control them - calls for a multi-disciplinary
approach. But the late starters have sometimes extremely important contributions
to make .
Humanity's interest in weather and climate predates civilization. The World
Meteorological Organization's publication One hundred years of international cooperation in meteorology has noted briefly the efforts of the early civilizations to
explain weather and climate. But until the invention of measuring instruments in
the seventeenth century by Santorio, Galileo, Castelli, and Torricelli, and the
establishment by the Tuscan Accademia de! Cimento (Academy of Experimentation)
in 1653 of a network of simp le meteorological observation stations, these efforts
lacked objectivity. Weathermen established simple pragmatic rules , observed and
utilized seasonal changes, and developed simple forecasting rules; but all of this
was closer to folk wisdom and poetry than to science.
Later in the seventeenth century inventors produced other instruments basic to
meteorology: the hygrometer for measuring moisture in the atmosphere , and the
anemometer for measuring wind speed. In that same century Boyle enunciated his
well-known law on the relation of volume to pressure , a first and fundamental step
in understanding the dynamics of the atmosphere. In the following century Hadley
6 made his ingenious guess at the relationship between trade winds and the rotation

of the Earth. By the end of the eighteenth century the scientific groundwork to
enable scientists to study weather was more firmly laid by the observations of
Franklin on atmospheric electricity, and even more so by the discoveries of Lavoisier
and Dalton concerning the nature, condition and composition of air.
By the middle of the nineteenth century scientists had delineated the outlines
of their basic problem. The simplicity of the problem as stated was, to be sure,
almost in inverse proportion to the difficulty of its solution. The basic problem for
meteorological scientists was to understand the movements and changes in a layer
of compressible gases including a variable component, water vapour (the atmosphere)
on a rotating globe (the Earth). This required the establishing of the mathematical
equations of motion and an understanding of the physical laws of gases. The application of this scientific knowledge called for the development of a telecommunication
system which would make possible the prompt reporting of meteorological observations.
The invention of the electric telegraph by Samuel Morse in 1843 and its almost
immediate use by meteorologists was the revolutionary step which made possible
rapid advances in the new science and discipline. This now made possible weather
maps based on recent data. That in turn opened up the possibility of rational
weather forecasting. The first weather map was prepared by the German ,
H. W. Brandes , in 1820. But it was based on observations made by a network of
thirty-nine weather observation stations at the end of the previous century! Morse's
invention permitted the publication of weather maps for current public use, first in
Washington , D.C., in 1850, and in Paris in 1855. For almost one hundred years
meteorologists were equally quick to note and apply to their discipline developments in other sciences. The progress of the science and art of meteorology was
steady but not sensational.
A striking characteristic of the western world in the nineteenth century was the
enormous expansion of trade, commerce and industry . The role of meteorological
services in this development became more significant. The desire of business and
commercial interests to meet their needs for rapid collection and dissemination of
data on climate and weather had greater bearing on the advancement of meteorology
than any particular interest in the encouragement of meteorology as a pure science.
This explains in part why the world's First International Meteorological Conference
which took place in Brussels in 1853 dealt with maritime meteorology. The impetus
of the Brussels meeting and the increasing needs of the community for meteorological data led to the calling of the first International Meteorological Congress in
Vienna in 1873.
We have already underlined the importance of the basic principles which the
Vienna Congress established in 1873 for international meteorological co-operation.
But the Congress did not content itself solely with agreement on philosophical
concepts (important though they turned out to be). It was more immediately concerned with practical matters. One of its first acts was to arrange for the preparation
of standardized instructions and procedures for meteorological observations on
land, standardization of meteorological instruments and the preparation of a telegraphic figure code. The development of codes was of great importance in international communications in overcoming language difficulties . Awareness of the
need for a wider network of observation stations, particularly "on islands and at
distant points of the Earth's surface" was voiced by the great Netherlands scientist,
Buys Ballot. But his proposal which anticipated WMO's technical assistance
activities was too far in advance of his times. It was thought that the 1 OOO stations
required and the processing of the data they collected were completely unrealistic.
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Central Forecasting Office in Bracknell (United Kingdom) . ..

(Today data are collected and disseminated from more than 7 OOO ships alone, to
mention but one part of the world information-gathering system!)
During the seventy-eight years of the International Meteorological Organization's existence, the science and art of meteorology continued to make consistent
and useful advances . Above all there were improvements in observing techniques
and the instruments required for them. In the early 1900s aeroplanes made the first
upper-air soundings. In the twenties and thirties, instruments and techniques for
that purpose improved greatly , the most important being the appearance of the
radiosonde (developed in France by Bureau & Idrac and in the U.S.S.R. by Moltchanoff). Improved versions of this balloon-lofted device, consisting of a thermometer, hygrometer and barometer weighing up to one and two kilogrammes,
transmit back to a ground receiving station, by radio, data on the condition of the
atmosphere (temperature, .humidity and air pressure). This instrument, which can
also provide wind observations, is still one of the basic tools of meteorologists . The
advent of the transistor greatly improved this and many other instruments used in
meteorology. The development of radar (radio detecting and ranging) during
World War· II gave meteorologists yet another marvellous instrument for measuring
winds and tracking storms and precipitation areas.
Great advances were also made in all forms of telecommunications, including
those employed for automatic stations, meteorological rockets and long-lived
floating balloons. The latter will increase the density and spread of the world network of observation stations.
Finally, there were fundamental advances in the scientific understanding of
weather phenomena. This was made possible by the development of models to
explain the behaviour of the atmosphere. This work was stimulated greatly by the

development of the " polar-front" theory of the Norwegian scientists Vilhelm and
Jacob Bjerknes. Their work introduced the third dimension into meteorological
practice, enabling thermodynamic and hydrodynamic principles to be applied in
forecasting. Even more significant was their attempt at an exact science of weather
forecasting by the translation of the data collected into mathematical terms and the
use of mathematical equations to compute future weather.
A short account of the work of the British mathematical genius, Lewis Fry
Richardson , illuminates colourfully the state of meteorology during and immediately after the First World War, and the technological and other shortcomings
which were holding back its rapid and , as it happened, its revolutionary development. These, as we shall see, were to be overcome largely by the development of
artificial Earth satellites and data processing by means of high-speed electronic
computers. But to return to the imaginative Richardson who took up the mathematical problems faced by Vilhelm Bjerknes and his son.
In his classic work, Weather prediction by numerical process, Richardson outlined his scheme for a "forecast factory " which had all the trappings of science
fiction. In a great circular hall not unlike the rotunda of the British Museum Reading
Room, he imagined 64 OOO mathematicians working with calculating machines day
and night throughout the year, processing surface- and upper-air data received
from 2 OOO weather stations scattered over the globe. He saw the supervisor of this
fantastic operation as "the conductor of an orchestra in which the instruments were
slide-rules and calculating machines". Richardson's dream was correct in that ·it
foresaw the world-wide collection of data three-dimensionally but he was too far
in advance of available technology. "Perhaps some day in the dim future", he
mused , "it will be possible to advance the computations faster than the weather
.,. The Meteoro lof(ical Office in Berf(en (Norway), 1919. From left to rif(ht: Professor T. Berf(eron (IMO
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advances". He had underestimated the extraordinary speed of technological advance.
Within a quarter of a century the mathematician von Neumann, using an electronic
computer - oddly enough named MANIAC - operated by a team of meteorologists and mathematicians, analysed and predicted weather by mathematics and
machines.
Meteorology by its very nature has always been a global science. The atmosphere must be considered as a single physical system. The wind bloweth where it
listeth (but according to well-established physical laws) and the weather knows
nothing of national frontiers. Before meteorology could truly become an operationally effective world science, there had to be a vast improvement - qualitatively
and qua ntitatively - in the global observation of the condition of the atmosphere.
There had also to be the same accompanying improvement in the transmission of
the data received to those who could analyse, interpret and use it. That improvement
was largely made possible by the launching of artificial Earth satellites in the 1950s.
The launching by the U .S.S .R. of the first artificial Earth-orbiting satellite, SPUTNIK I, on 4 October 1957, and by the U.S.A . of the meteorological satellite
EXPLORER VII, on 13 October 1959, opened a new dimension in observational
capacity.
On 1 April 1960, the first fully-equipped weather satellite, TIROS I (Television
Infra-red Observation Satellite) , was launched by the United States . Less than
five years later the more sophisticated TIROS IX produced the first complete picture
of the Earth from pole to pole, from a height of about 700 km . These and, later,
even more advanced satellites - the principal launchers were the U.S.A. and the
U.S.S.R. - carried equipment which transmitted images of the Earth's surface and
cloud cover. They also carried instruments which measured temperatures of land
and cloud layers immediately below the satellite, by day and night. Later versions
collected other basic data required by meteorologists , including variations of
temperature in a vertical direction through the Earth's atmosphere.
An invention of particular importance was Automatic Picture Transmission
(APT). By means of APT , relatively simple and inexpensive ground equipment
can pick up photographs transmitted by a satellite . The photos cover an area with
a radius of 1 600 km around the receiving station over which the satellite is passing .
This enables all countries to have weather information once or twice a day.
Other satellites will or can collect a nd transmit weather data from automatic
stations on land or from buoys :floating on the oceans. Satellites also play a major
role in the global telecommunication system for weather data.
We have mentioned briefly the technological milestones which mark the progress of meteorology to the point where, as the great Norwegian meteorologist, the .
late Sverre Petterssen, said: " the principal technological barriers have yielded ...
It has now become possible to keep the whole atmosphere under constant surveillance and to process vast volumes of data 011 a "real-time" (instantaneous) basis."
This made possible the establishment of a world weather system with an associated
global research programme. Th.is research programme wou ld profit from the ex.istence of the world weather system but , above all, would improve our u11derstanding
of the global atmospheric system and enable us to test physical-mathematical models
of this system. This offered the possibility of (a) extending the range , scope and
accuracy of weather forecasts, and (b) helping us to understand the physical basis
of climate and climatic fluctuation s. None of this could take place effectively and
efficiently without the fullest co-operation of all countries , great and small. The
10 existence of the World Meteorological Organization - the fruit of a century of

international meteorological co-operation - provided the institutional instrument
for the co-operative effort required to launch and manage these two vast projects.
The creation and operation of WMO's World Weather Watch is the theme of our
next section . This will be followed by an account of the establishment and activities
of the Global Atmospheric Research Programme (GARP) , a joint and unique
undertaking by the intergovernmental WMO and the non-governmental International
Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU).

THE WORLD WEATHER WATCH THE GLOBAL METEOROLOGICAL MONITORING SYSTEM
Origins and creation

The late President J. F. Kennedy, in what could possibly be his most historymaking speech, voiced the awareness by the international (non-meteorological)
community of the value to mankind of meteorology in the world order of things.
In addressing the United Nations General Assembly in September 1961, he noted
that:
"With modern computers, rockets and satellites, the time is ripe to harness a
variety of disciplines for a concerted attack ... the atmospheric sciences require
world-wide observation, and, hence, international co-operation . . . We shall
propose further co-operative efforts between all nations in weather prediction
and eventually weather control. We shall propose, finally , a global system of
communications satellites linking the whole world . .. "
The General Assembly responded with alacrity to these proposals. On
20 December 1961 it unanimously adopted Resolution 1721 C (XVI) (International
co-operation in the pea_ceful uses of outer space). This resolution singled out the
World Meteorological Organization , recommending that it undertake a comprehensive study of measures:
(a) To advance the state of atmospheric science and technology so as to provide
greater knowledge of basic physical forces affecting climate and the possibility
of large-scale weather modification;

(b) To develop existing weather-forecasting capabilities and to help Member States
make effecti_ve use of such capabilities through regional meteorological centres.
The W odd Meteorological Organization reacted promptly and energetically to
the United Nations request. The Secretary-General immediately asked the two
satellite-launching countries -the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R . - to second two
scientists to assist the WMO Secretariat in the preparation of a plan . These distinguished scientists, Dr. H. Wexler of the U.S.A. and Academician V. A. Bugaev
of the U .S.S .R. (regrettably now both dead) , aided by members of the WMO
Secretariat, produced an initial report on the advancement of the atmospheric
sciences and their application in the light of developments in outer space . This
report discussed in broad outlines a World Weather Watch (the phrase seems first
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to have been used in WMO by Dr. Wexler*) , a network of world and regional
weather service centres , and a telecommunication system. It stressed the importance
of satellite observations and called for expanded efforts in atmospheric research
and training of personnel.
In December 1962 the United Nations General Assembly adopted a second
resolution (1802 (XVII)) warmly commending the WMO proposals and urging that
the Organization "should develop in greater detail its plan for an expanded programme to strengthen Meteorological Services and research , placing particular
emphasis on the use of meteorological satellites and on the expansion of training
and education opportunities in these fields".
This recommendation of the UN General Assembly came at a most opportune
time as the Fourth Congress of WMO took place in Apri l of the following year
(1963) . Fourth Congress gave enthusiastic support to the work already done and
decided that further studies shou ld be undertaken before adoption of a complete
international programme for improving the world-wide weather system. It considered the idea for a World Weather Watch "an exciting development which is an
extension of plans for facilities and services which meteorologists have long needed".
The action of Fourth Congress elicited a third resolution from the UN General
Assembly. This resolution (1963 (XVIII)) endorsed the "efforts towards the establishment ofa World Weather Watch under the auspices of the World Meteorological
Organization to include the use of satellite as well as conventional data" and urged
all countries to support these efforts.
The WMO Secretariat, assisted by an Advisory Committee, the Executive
Committee, many Member countries, consultants, technical commissions, regional
associations, and non-governmental scientific organizations, spent much time and
effort during the next four-year period (1963-1967) working on these further studies.
This massive effort, greatly facilitated by the co-operative spirit which characterized
international meteorological relations , resulted in the formulation of the World
Weather Watch plan. It was approved by WMO's Fifth Congress in April 1967.
What is the World Weather Watch (WWW)?

The World Weather Watch is the basic world-wide meteorological programme.
It is a global system composed of the national facilities and services provided by
individual Members of the World Meteorological Organization. It is worth recalling

that the founders of international meteorological co-operation established in Vienna
in 1873 the primordial principle that the Organization's activities should to a major
extent be carried out on a voluntary basis. These activities relating to the WWW
involve WMO in an enormous and extremely important task of planning and coordination. The physical implementation of the WWW is the task of the national
Meteorological Services. The primary purpose of the WWW is to ensure that all
its 145 Members make it virtually a universal. organization and obtain the meteorological information they require , both for operational work and for research.
WWW is also intended to stimulate and facilitate research work necessary to improve
weather forecasts . The World Weather Watch is a dynamic system, flexible enough
to nieet changing conditions and capable of profiting from technological and theoretital advances. To that end, WWW is updated every four years by the quadrennial
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* It is interesting to note however that in 1933 the great British scientist, Sir Napier Shaw,
dedicated his book The drama of weather to the "watchers of the world's weather".

WMO Congresses. In 1967, Fifth Congress approved the first WWW plan for the
period 1967- 1971. In April 1975, Seventh Congress approved the plan for the
period 1976-1979.
Before describing the organization of this gigantic effort, and how it works, we
must stress one overwhelmingly important and encouraging fact about what is
surely a unique and impressive international phenomenon . In no other field of
human endeavour - and particularly in science and technology - has there ever
existed such an extraordinary and exemplary achievement in international cooperation as in the World Weather Watch.

How does the World Weather Watch work?
A global weather system requires the world-wide collection of information on
the condition of the atmosphere (i.e. weather) and related geophysical phenomena ,
its processing (largely by computers) to ascertain its present condition and its likely
behaviour in the immediate future , and a telecommunication system for both collecting the raw information and distributing the processed material to users. The
three principal components of the WWW are therefore a Global Observing System
(GOS), a Global Data-processing System (GDPS) , and a Global Telecommunication
System (GTS). There is in addition an associated research programme , which will
be described later , and an extremely important activity in education and training.
The latter provides the flow of skilled technici ans and scientists required for running
the programme , particularly in the developing countries.
The Global Observing System
In the simplest of terms the GOS is a system for making countless weather
observations all over the world. They are collected through the Global Telecommunication System and are processed by computer at meteorological centres , or
stored for later use. Through the GTS the observational and processed data are
exchanged on a world-wide basis.
When the WWW started in 1968, in any period of 24 hours abo ut 100 OOO observations of the weather conditions at the surface of the Earth and about 11 OOO observations of the upper air went into the system. 8 OOO land stations distributed amongst
all countries of the world, 3 OOO commercial and reconnaissance aircraft , and
4 OOO merchant ships provided this flow of data to meteorological centres. By the
end of 1972 the number of surface stations had increased to 8 500 and surface ships
to 5 500. At the beginning of 1975 there were more than 9 OOO surface stations and
7 OOO merchant ships supplying data.
At land and sea stations observations are made at fixed times standardized
throughout the world. All the elements reported, including the methods and procedures used , conform to agreed intern atio nal standards , i.e. atmospheric pressure ,
temperature , humidity , visibi lity, cloud amounts, etc. In addition , there are other
sources of observations which provide observations at times which are not necessarily fixed , e.g. weather radars, radiation stations , aircraft and satellites.
To meet the WWW goals much effort has been devoted to filling in gaps in the
global observational data-gathering network . Some of the largest gaps are understandably in oceanic areas, particularly in the so uthern hemisphere , which are not
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1' Th e eastern Pacific with cyclone Jone as seen by NOAA-3 satellite on August 26, 19 74.

normally covered by any of the more than 7 OOO merchant ships mentioned earlier.
Some progress has been made towards filling these gaps by using automatic weather
stations in remote land areas and on small islands and reefs. There are also stations
installed on board vessels occupying fixed positions, the best known being the four
stations of the North Atlantic Ocean Station (NAOS) network, a co-operative
venture by a number of countries , operated under WMO auspices . Research and
special-purpose ships also feed observational data into the WWW. Special encouragement is given to ships traversing data-sparse areas. A fairly recent development
has been the effort to collect data from fixed and drifting buoys equipped as automatic marine stations. Aircraft passing over the oceans and sparsely inhabited
areas are a valuable source of upper-air data , as are land-based radars in the
tropics . But the most important of all instruments for observations and data collection , especially from remote and inaccessible areas,.is the meteorological satellite.
This tool has , as we have noted earlier, revolutionized meteorology and almost
unimaginably expanded the possibilities of the material help it can now bring to all
humanity . The importance of this tool warrants brief but closer examination.
Satellite observations
There are two types of artificial Earth satellite providing observational data for
the WWW: polar-orbiting satellites and geostationary satellites. The U.S,. A. and

the U.S.S.R. operate near polar-orbiting satellites as part of the WWW. These
highly instrumented satellites carrying automatic picture-transmitting equipment
and sensor devices , orbit the Earth at a height of from about 800 km to about
1 400 km in a path which takes them over the north and south poles. As the Earth
rotates beneath these satellites , every point on its surface is under surveillance.
Indeed , their orbit is so calculated - a stupendous task now taken for granted that they fly over the same place at the same time every twenty-four hours. These
satellites provide global observations on the Earth's cloud cover , vertical humidity
and temperature, surface and land temperatures , and snow and ice cover. As we
have already mentioned, these satellites can also provide Automatic Picture Transmission photos of the areas over which they pass.
The geostationary or Earth-synchronous satellites are far out in space (about
36 OOO km). They revolve at the same speed as the Earth over whose Equator they
are poised. These satellites keep under continuous surveillance a substantial part
of the globe facing them. In mid-1975 , only the U .S .A . was operating a geostationary
satellite system - two Earth-synchronous meteorological satellites as part of the
WWW. By late 1977 , however, there will be three additional geostationary satellites,
provided by the European Space Agency (ESA) and the Japanese and U .S .S .R .
governments . These satellites provide global coverage (from 50°N to 50°S) , _n earcontinuous images of cloud cover , wind fields derived from cloud motions, and a
telecommunication relay point for collecting and distributing data. Of special import-
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ance is the detection , tracking, and preparation of warnings of severe weather,
including tropical cyclones , made possible by the near-continuous viewing carried
out by these satellites.
In order to show the amazing ingenuity of the meteorologists , scientists and
engineers , who have designed satellites and put them into operation , and at the
risk of repetition , it is worth listing the information which (in addition to the cloud
pictures) they gather and feed into the WWW: vertical profiles of temperature and
humidity; temperatures of sea, land and cloud surfaces; wind field derived from
cloud displ acemen ts; cloud amount , type , and height of cloud tops ; snow and ice
cover; and radiation balance data, i.e . the amount of heat pouring into the Earth,
from the Sun and the amount returned toward space. As we shall see later, these
satellites also collect, or can collect , enormous quantities of other data on marine
and air pollution, soil-moisture distribution, ice, sea state and cloud composition .
The Global Data-processing System
World Meteorological Centres (WMCs) , Regional Meteorological Centres
(RMCs) and National Meteorological Centres (NMCs) process the enormous
quantities of data which flow into them through the WWW's Global Telecommunication System. The three WMCs are in Melbourne, Moscow and Washington, D .C.
Each is equipped with a giant computer. Washington has installed two fourthgeneration computers which, in addition to working on data arriving at fixed times,
process the data received on a continuous basis from space (satellite) observations.
By means of these giant machines , Washington (and the other two World Meteorological Centres) can know the present state of the weather and forecast the future
state in places as widely scattered as Mombasa , Asuncion , Oodnadatta, Spitzbergen, Tahiti, Kunming and virtually any other point on the Earth's surface in a
matter of hours at the most.
The WMCs make hemisphere forecasts twice a day. Washington makes one
forecast for two days a head and another for four days ahead. A model of the global
weather for the next 24 hours is run twice a day. The WM Cs distribute their global
analyses and weather forecasts pictorially (e .g. weather maps) and digitally (by
computer to computer) to other centres.
There are twenty-three Regional Meteorological Centres: Algiers, Bracknell,
Brasilia, Buenos Aires , Cairo, Dakar, Darwin , Khabarovsk, Melbourne, Miami,
Montreal , Moscow , Nairobi, New Delhi , Novosibirsk, Offenbach , Pretoria ,
Rome, Stockholm, Tashkent, Tokyo , Tunis/Casablanca and Wellington. They
prepare more detailed analyses and forecasts for their Regions , distributing them to
all National Meteorological Centres interested. They give warnings of dangerous
weather conditions on a scale of particular concern to their Regions, e.g. hurrica nes
and typhoons. Another important function is to provide mari ne and aviation
weather forecasting services to the countries of their respective Regions. Many of
the RMCs have provided valuable opportunities for the training of personnel in
both manual and automated techniques.
More than 100 National Meteorological Centres co-operate with and feed
data into the WWW. The role of these centres - they are the responsibility of
the individual Members - is to satisfy the data-processing needs on the national
level. They have , of course , access to whatever data they require from the WM Cs
and the RMCs. The level of the NMCs varies considerably. This is a reflection of
16 the different levels of development and different needs. The technical co-operation

programmes of WMO, in particular the Voluntary Assistance Programme, play an
important part in enabling NMCs and RMCs to be properly manned and equipped.
In that way, they can not only play their full part in the WWW but they can reap
the full benefits of the information they obtain from the WWW to advance their
economic and social development.
The Global Telecommunication System

This is the world-wide system for collecting the great floods of weather information which pour into the WWW, and for distributing the processed material to
WMCs, RMCs, and NMCs. Using all forms of telecommunications, such as telegraph, telephone, radio, cables and landlines , the GTS is organized and works at
three levels. First there is a Main Trunk Circuit (MTC) which connects Melbourne,
Moscow and Washington and has also four branches, a recent one being the connexion to Peking. This round-the-world high-capacity telecommunication link and its
branches connect with ten Regional Telecommunication Hubs (RTHs). The MTC
therefore connects all Regions of the World Meteorological Organization. At the
time of writing, the capacity of a number of segments of the MTC was 2 400 bits per
second (i.e. about 3 600 words per minute. A good typist can manage about 60 words
per minute!). This enabled it to handle vast quantities of data. During the four-year
period 1976-1979 the GTS will increase the speed of transmission over certain circuits to a stunning 4 800 bits per second.
The regional telecommunication networks

These collect and transmit data for the areas covered by the ten RTHs and the
three branches of the MTC. The network consists of more than 200 point-to-point
circuits . In some cases , the speed of transmission is 2 400 bits per second. The
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RTHs also distribute observational and processed data to the third level of national
telecommunication centres (part of the National Meteorological Centres) enabling
all Members of WMO to receive the meteorological data they want. The national
telecommunication networks provide the means for the collection of local observational data and their future distribution.
As we shall see later , the GTS played a major role in the successful implementation of the famous GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE) . It will play
an equally important and basic role in carrying out the First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE) . By that time (1977) some of the improvements planned for the
GTS will be in operation: increased computer-to-computer .techniques, high-speed
data exchange, and the introduction of coded digital facsimile techniques in the
MTC. These techniques will permit increased global exchange of satellite da.ta and
the important and relevant material which high-speed computers produce.
The GTS is also the instrument for collecting weather data from ships at sea ,
including fixed weather ships , buoys and other ocean platforms, and for distributing
the processed information to users. The collection of aircraft weather reports is
also integrated into the GTS. The distribution of the processed data generally takes
place through special regional centres connected with Regional Telecommunication
Hubs. In all of these activities there is the closest co-operation among the World
Meteorological Organization , the International Telecommunication Union (ITU),
the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the Inter-Governmental
Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO). But even more important is the
spirit of co-operation which prevails among all Members of WMO. This has come
about because of the intelligent awareness noted by one of the founding fathers of
the WWW , the late Academician Bugaev , that no single country is able to set up a
global system for its own weather service alone. As a popular writer on science has
recently observed: "In the war against bad weather the quarrelsome human species
is more truly united than in any other activity."

GARP -
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THE GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAMME

Meteorology is not only a public service , it is also a branch of the physical
sciences. Thi s dual role has presented meteorologists with certain problems. Governments - a nd the public at large - have tended to see meteorology almost exclusively as a public service. There has been a reluctance to see such a service engage
in scientific research. Research directed at an understanding of the physical processes involved in the general circulation of the atmosphere seemed of purely
academic interest, and certainly peripheral to the immediate , everyday tasks of a
public service. There has been an increasing realization that improved weather
forecasts would be of great economic value and that these can be achieved only by
an intensive meteorological research programme. Accordingly , there is a growing
awareness that meteorology cannot fulfil its obligations and provide the everincreasing services expected of it, unless it develops still further as a science.
We have already shown how awareness of the global interdependence of world
weather provided an outstanding basis for international collaboration. That awareness prompted the UN General Assembly to adopt unanimously resolutions which
resulted in the launching of the World Weather Watch. But those resolutions went
further; they overtly recognized the dual characteristic of meteorology as a public

service and as a branch of the physical sciences. They also triggered off activities
and studies by WMO and the International Council of Scientific Unions which
led to the establishment in 1967 of the Global Atmospheric Research Programme,
the research arm of WWW, and as such, the chief research activity of WMO.
Stated simply, the objectives of GARP are to extend the range, scope and accuracy of weather forecasts, and to understand the physical basis of climate and
climatic fluctuations. To attain these objectives, meteorologists, as well as other
scientists and engineers, have to undertake an enormous and extraordinarily complex
series of activities on a global scale. The distinguished Swedish scientist, Prof. Bert
Bolin - first chairman of the Joint Organizing Committee (JOC) of 12 eminent
scientists appointed by WMO and ICSU to guide GARP - has explained that the
central core of GARP is the formulation of a model of the behaviour of the atmosphere. This is a complex task indeed since it includes theoretical, numerical and
observational studies designed to improve our understanding of the global atmospheric system and to develop and test physical-mathematical models of this system.
In order to do this, we have to undertake three very considerable tasks:
(a) The physical processes governing the weather range from those on the micro-

scale, such as the formation of cloud droplets and raindrops, to those that
embrace the Earth as a whole. We must determine the degree of complexity
with which we should describe the physical processes in the atmosphere to
enable us to explain and therefore predict the decisive features of weather
development;
(b)

On the basis of the above findings we must decide to what degree of detail we
should define and thus observe the weather systems which we wish to predict;

(c) We must devise methods of how to compute the way in which the weather at a
given instant changes as a result of the physical processes that we have decided
are the most important.
There are two unprecedented aspects of this programme. In addition to being
one of the largest and most complex scientific research projects ever launcht'd , it is ,
as already noted, a joint venture between an intergovernmental organization(. WMO)
and a non-governmental organization (ICSU). The collaboration between the two
bodies has been exemplary. This bears witness to the adaptability and flexib ility of
the WMO system which enables a gigantic and impressive scientific venture to have
the best of both worlds: government support on the one hand, and the interest ,
support and essential intellectual input of the scientists in the universities , academies,
and similar learned bodies on the other .
GARP is essentially an applied research programme. But this programme is
of such dimensions that it is far beyond the capacity of individual organizations or
even the largest countries. It can be carried out only by a concerted effort calling
for a very substantial commitment of resources and personnel by countries all over
the world. The requirements for attaining its objectives - better weather forecasting for longer periods, and better understanding of what it is that determines
climate- have been stated with masterly conciseness by a major participant in, and
contributor to, all GARP activities, the U.S.A. In a report to the U.S. Congress,
the various authorities concerned with meteorological matters had this to say:
"Both objectives require the careful investigation of complex physical processes
and the mounting of special observational experiments required to formulate
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and test theories and models. Some progress can be studied through regional
experiments. Examples are GATE , the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment,
which emphasizes the role of convective tropical systems on the global circulation ; AMTEX , the Air-Mass Transformation Experiment, which studies the
processes of intensive transformations of air moving from cold land over
strongly contrasting warmer water; MONEX, the Monsoon Experiment,
which studies the mechanics of the monsoon circulation; and POLEX, the
Polar Experiment, which studies the role of the polar regions in global energetics.
"The second GARP objective , climate, leads inevitably to consideration of the
role of the oceans and the development of coupled ocean-atmosphere models ...
"Regional experiments such as GATE , AMTEX, MONEX , and POLEX are
designed to provide improved understanding of atmospheric processes important
to the global circulation of the atmosphere but which cannot now be modelled
adequately. The results of regional experiments and the Data Systems Test are
being applied to the formulation of the First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE)
scheduled for the period 1977-1979.
"Better and more complete global observations are required for two broad
applications. First, they are needed to establish the starting point for global
weather forecasts made using existing physical-mathematical models of the
global atmosphere. The quality of the forecasts from these models reflects
directly the quality and completeness of the observations used to specify the
present atmospheric state from which the model projects future states. Second,

global observations are neeaed to test, verify and improve the performance of
existing models. Only by comparison with actual observations can critical
improvements be achieved."
We shall now describe briefly the complex and daring observational experiments covered by these strange-soundi ng acronyms.

GATE

The first of these experiments is GATE, one of the largest scientific experiments
ever carried out. For a period of one hundred days, the greatest number of ships ,
planes , scientists and equipment ever assembled for peaceful purposes gathered in
the tropical Atlantic, in and off Dakar, between 15 June and 30 September 1974.
4 OOO scientists, the crews and technicians of 39 ships and 12 aircraft , participated
in the experiment which covered more than one-third of the Earth's tropical belt.
The most concentrated area of observation was a space of about 500 OOO square
kilometres of the eastern Atlantic, about 1 OOO km west of Dakar. Nine satellites ,
geostationary and polar-orbiting, provided by the U .S.A. and the U.S .S.R., kept
the experiment area under constant surveillance and played a major part in the
telecommunication system.
The purpose of all this activity which climaxed several years of organization
and planning - greatly facilitated by physical aid from the Government of Senegal was to collect and analyse the basic data on the condition of the atmosphere and
sea in part of the equatorial belt. This should enable meteorologists to understand
the behaviour of the tropical weather systems and their ~ltimate effect on global
weather. Until the GATE experiment, the atmospheric processes in tropical regions
were inadequately understood. That gap in meteorological knowledge would have
to be filled before a global experiment (FGGE) could be undertaken.
· The WMO booklet The Atlantic Tropical Experiment- GATE gives an account
of the scientific objectives of GATE. It describes briefly the physical dimensions of
the experiment, the management and general organization of the far-flung and
complex operation, including its five sub-programmes - boundary-layer, radiation,
synoptic-scale, convection, and oceanographic - data collection , transmission,
storage and processing, and the experiment's likely benefits to mankind.
It is sufficient to record that the world meteorological community, generally ,
considers that the field phase of the experiment was eminently successful and that
its principal objectives were attained. In the words of a major participant in the
experiment it "was accomplished in a spirit of co-operation, mutual interest and
enthusiasm which is completely unparalleled" . Hundreds of scientists in research
institutions all over the world are processing and analysing the colossal quantities
of data collected during the experiment . This work will be completed by March 1977
when a comprehensive evaluation of GATE will be possible. All scientific users
will be able to obtain data from the two World Data Centres in the United States
and the Soviet Union .
It is hoped that GATE will bring benefits to humanity going far beyond what
was expected to emerge from a complex and expensive experiment by a group of
scientists, many of whom were questing for pure knowledge. A better understanding of tropical meteorology will, it is hoped, make possible improvements in
weather forecasting in the tropics. This could benefit not only agriculture but the
whole economy of a large number of developing countries. A better knowledge of
• GATE research ships of various nationalities in the harbour of Dakar.
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the mechanics of such devastating phenomena as hurricanes and typhoons , and
their prediction , makes it possible to mitigate their devastating consequences.
The GATE experiment may also bring practical benefits to such fields as aviation,
shipping, agriculture and flood forecasting, and contribute to a better understanding
of climate and climatic change. This extraordinary effort on the part of thousands
of meteorologists and other scientists working through WMO and ICSU in order
to cope with problems affecting the lives and well-being of hundreds of millions of
people is an encouraging example of international co-operation.

AMTEX
The next of these scientific experiments of a regional or specialized nature
necessary for filling in gaps in our understanding of the behaviour of the atmosphere
goes by the acronym of AMTEX (Air-Mass Transformation Experiment). The
purpose of this experiment is to study and understand the processes of intensive
transformation of air moving from cold land over strongly contrasting warmer
water, i.e. energy put into the atmosphere from the sea surface. One area where
this takes place significantly is the south-west islands of Japan. Naturally, Japanese
meteorologists and other scientists from Japan are playing the major role in this
project; but Australian, Canadian and U.S. scientists are also participating to a
significant extent. The first field-phase activities were carried out in February 1974;
the second, early in 1975. The data collected are now being studied and some conclusions were presented at a symposium held in Tokyo in September 1975.
JASIN
This Joint Air-Sea Interaction Experiment was launched by the U .K. authorities. The field trials took place in 1970 and 1972, both for periods of one month ,
in the north-eastern Atlantic. The main field experiment will take place in 1977,
off the north-west coast of Scotland. At least five ships and one aircraft will be used
for data collection. There will probably be participants also from Canada, the
Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands, and the U.S.A. The experiment
aims to describe the physical processes which cause mixing in the atmosphericocean boundary layers, and to examine the amount of energy carried by the system
in the near-surface layers.
CAENEX
The Complete Atmospheric Energetics Experiment is a U.S.S.R. contribution to
GARP. It started in 1970 and its purpose is to solve the problems posed by the
inadequacy of our understanding of the basic physical processes of atmospheric
energetics. The behaviour of radiation in the Earth's atmosphere is important for
understanding weather and is even more important for understanding climate.
ISMEX
The first of a series of preliminary monsoon experiments - JSMEX - was a
joint Indo-Soviet undertaking (hence the acronym) . It took place in 1973 . A second
22 experiment will be carried out in 1976 to gain experience for the larger MONEX.

MONEX

This experiment studies the mechanics of the monsoon circulation. Because
of the scope of the observational requirements and the broad scale of the problem,
a number of countries north , south, east and west of the immediate region of southwest Asia are co-operating. The purpose of the experiment is to develop and test
the capability of numerical models of the atmosphere to simulate the onset of the
south-west monsoon of Asia. The importance of this cannot be overstated. Because
of the rain they bring, the monsoon systems are essential for the well-being of a
substantial part of the world's population, particularly in India, China and South
and East Asia. Professor Bolin's remark that "no one is under the sole influence of
his own weather; indirectly we are also dependent on other peoples' weather" is
particularly applicable to the phenomena of the monsoon . The data requirements
for this experiment are so large and the area from which they are to be obtained so
vast that MONEX will be carried out concurrently with the First GARP Global
Experiment in 1977.

PO LEX

The principal objective of the Polar Experiment is to determine the role of
polar regions in global energetics, i.e. the energy exchange between the temperate
and polar latitudes. Scientists will study the advance and retreat of polar ice, and
how its formation and movement affect the weather and the sea, and vice versa.
Much of the work of the experiment will be done on ships. The experiment has
considerable relevance to extended forecasting and climate problems. The various
countries participating in Arctic and Antarctic research, particularly the U.S.S.R.,
will provide data for POLEX.
FGGE -

First GARP Global Experiment

FGGE is an operation which completely dwarfs GATE . It is the sort of experiment which meteorologists and other scientists have dreamed of for decades. For
a period of one full year, starting in all likelihood in late 1978 , the condition of the
atmosphere of the entire globe will be under observation. During this year of
continuous observation there will be two periods, each lasting for about two months,
for more concentrated and special observations. A one-year build-up phase is
scheduled before the actual experiment starts. FGGE's objectives are, of course,
the two general objectives of GARP, i.e. extending the range, scope and accuracy
of weather forecasts, and understanding the physical basis of climate and climatic
fluctu ations. From the mountains of data collected and analysed during this
momentous year in the history of meteorology, it is hoped to ascertain the limits
of forecasti ng. At present we do not know to what extent the atmosphere is a
deterministic system, i.e. to what extent the atmosphere itself knows how it is going
to behave in the future. We do know that the accuracy of weather forecasting
decreases rapidly as the period of validity of the forecast increases . But we do not
know the theoretical limits to the accuracy of forecasts for different time periods.
Nor do we know the maximum period (2-3 weeks?) for which it is theoretically
possible to make a forecast with some degree of skill. FGGE is also an effort that
provides a world-wide test of how well existing models of the Earth's atmosphere
can simulate the present climate.
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FGGE will rely on the observation, processing and telecommunication systems
of the World Weather Watch for the acquisition of its basic data. This means that
virtually every country in the world will participate actively in FGGE. Two new
and improved polar-orbiting satellite systems and five geostationary satellite systems will be essential for FGGE. But observational data will also be obtained from
the traditional Earth stations, increased in number and capacity in accordance with
the WWW plan for 1976-1979. Twice-daily radiosonde/radiowind o0servations
and data collected from commercial aircraft and ships will also be very important.
To fill gaps in the observation of the global atmosphere, special observing systems
are in the process of creation. It is expected that special ships and stratospheric
carrier balloons 75 feet in diameter equipped with-wind-finding sondes will be available for wind measurement in the equatorial zone. To fill gaps in the observational
system for the vast empty spaces of the southern hemisphere oceans, it is planned
to establish a network of about 300 constant-level balloons. These will collect data
on wind , temperature, and pressure in the upper troposphere. Some 150 floating
buoys and automatic stations will provide data on surface temperature , sea-surface
temperature and other relevant phenomena.
The planning and co-ordination of the gigantic FGGE are handled by a small ,
full-time staff within the WMO Secretariat in Geneva. The general guidelines for
FGGE are set out by the Joint Organizing Committee which, as already noted,
consists of twelve eminent scientists appointed by WMO and ICSU, and is now
chaired by the distinguished Canadian scientist Professor R . W. Stewart , and by
the WMO Executive Committee First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE) Intergovernmental Panel. These bodies are assisted by the WMO Secretariat with the
active participation of scientific organizations and Meteorological Services of many
countries.

THE ORGANIZATION AND SERVICES OF WMO THE TRADITIONAL ACTIVITIES
We have seen that the two most outstanding products of one hundred years of
international co-operation in meteorology were the establishment of the World
Weather Watch and the launchin g of its gigantic research arm, the Global Atmospheric Research Programme. These two extraordi nary programmes are inextricably
interlinked , the former unable to advance far without the latter , and the latter
largely dependent on the efficient operation of the former. Both are realizations of
the life-long dreams of meteorologists. But no matter what some scientists had in
the back of their minds , these two extraordinary creations were not intended solely
to satisfy the whims of scientists intent on solving mathematical problems or on
establishing some point in pure science. Meteorology has always been one of the
most practical of the sciences.
The founding fathers of what became the World Meteorological Organization
- Buys Ballot of the Netherlands, Jelinek of Austria , Mohn of Norway, Bruhns of
Germany, Scott of the United Kingdom, and Wild of Switzerland- were all
humanists. Their scientific interest was not divorced from the uses to which it could
be put to serve the people . Indeed , Buys Ballot is remembered by students because
of his law on the relationship between wind direction and pressure distribution, but
in the Netherlands, a country much of whose surface lies below sea-level, he is remembered as the founder of one of the world's first storm-warning services.
In fact , the magnitude of these two giant WMO programmes - WWW and
24 GARP - should not blind us to the normal, day-to-day or what might be called

traditional services which meteorology provides for users throughout the world in
a wide range of fields. Meteorology tends to be a silent service. Other than weather
forecasts on radio and television , the general public is unaware of, or takes for
granted, most aspects of this large assortment of services with which it is provided.
It is not the purpose of this booklet to discuss the structure * of WMO in depth.
However as the second part of the booklet will deal with some of the major challenges which confront meteorologists , it is proposed to note here the existence of
the technical commissions. They are , of course , the subject-oriented machinery
through which international meteorology works. Their titles indicate the principal
subjects and problem areas where the great new challenges are met.
The eight commissions consist of three basic commissions: Commission for
Basic Systems (CBS), Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation
(CIMO), Commission for Atmospheric Sciences (CAS), and five applications Commissions: Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology (CAeM) , Commission for
Agricultural Meteorology (CAgM), Commission for Marine Meteorology (CMM),
Commission for Special Applications of Meteorology and Climatology (CoSAMC) ,
and Commission for Hydrology (CHy). These commissions are composed of
individual experts in the field concerned designated by Members. In their activities,
the commissions give particular emphasis to specialist working groups, many
dozens of which are in existence.
Seventh Congress rationalized the Organization's activities, regrouping them
into the following seven programmes: World Weather Watch, Research and Development, Meteorological Applications and Environment, Hydrology and Water
Resources Development, Technical Co-operation, Regional Programmes , and
Training.
We have already given an account of WWW and GARP. The basic purpose
of programmes in technical co-operation and in training is to aid all Members ,
particularly from the less-developed regions of the world. These and regional
programmes (the activities of the six regional associations constitute the backbone
of this programme) help them improve the professional and technical level of their
meteorologists and other cadres , and raise the general level of national Meteorological Services . The Technical Co-operation Programme, which includes an
important Voluntary Assistance Programme, also provides those services in developing countries with equipment and facilities so that all Members are not only able
to contribute to WWW and GARP, but are also able to benefit from them. Because
many of the great challenges are now met in the areas covered by Meteorological
Applications and Environment , and in Hydrology and Water Resource Development, we shall deal with these separately in the next part of this booklet. However,
it is worth noting that all of the Organization's programmes have one important
thing in common: the Organization's activities under these programmes are based
on the needs of Members of WMO and on international projects developed by
relevant constituent bodies of the Organization , or by special bodies established for
the purpose, or by joint action with international organizations active in this field .
Many of the applications of meteorology require an interdisciplinary approach on
the part of meteorologists , hydrologists and oceanographers. They also call for
close collaboration between meteorologists and economists. As we shall see, the
challenges are so great that their solution can be found only in a concerted effort
on the part of the world community, scientists, politicians and the general public .
* An organizational chart of WMO is shown on page 2.
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The challenges to meet

When the Seventh Congress of the World Meteorological Organization - the
Organization's supreme body - met in April and May 1975, it could note with
justifiable satisfaction the substantial advances made by meteorology both as a
public. service and as a branch of the physical sciences. Much of the progress made
was due to action stimulated by WMO at the international level - for the Organization is far more than the sum total of its individual Members. Without them it
is of course nothing. In all of the progress made, each national Meteorological
Service has its specific role to play. The successes which have been achieved and
the advances made bear witness to the outstanding way in which the national
Meteorological Services have responded.
As meteorology is an on-going, forward-looking discipline, Seventh Congress
spent little time basking in the warmth of self-congratulation at remembrance of
things past. The five hundred scientists who had come to Geneva from every region
of the globe devoted themselves to their main task of determining the general policies
··for the fulfilment of the Organization's purposes. In addition, then, to reviewing
the work of the Organization since Sixth Congress in 1971, they moved on to consider the challenge of the immediate future. Primed with a greater realization of the
relevance of meteorology in many fields of human activity, they gave particular
attention to certain current world problems , examined the contribution which the
Organization could make towards helping with their solution, and established the
priorities for dealing with them.
Because of the increasing awareness of the problems of the developing countries
- in recent years this fact has largely coloured the debates in most international
organizations dealing with global problems - the delegates gave special emphasis
to the needs of the developing countries. From the speeches , discussions and debates
at Seventh Congress-, the following major problems affecting all countries presented
themselves to international meteorology for urgent consideration and action: the
problem of meeting the food requirements of an ever-increasing world population;
the availability of adequate supplies of water to meet a vast range of human activities;
the pollution of the air , oceans and waters of the Earth; the devastating effects of
tropical cyclones; the threat of climatic changes; the applications of meteorology to
an ever-growing number of human activities such as housing, building and human
settlements , shipping and aviation; and the possibility of artificially modifying the
weather. These then are the challenges before international meteorology. Let us
examine them and see how WMO can marshall its access to world-wide resources,
facilities , knowledge and skills to find solutions for the problems they pose.

THE CHALLENGE OF WORLD FOOD PRODUCTION
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In recent years the problem of maintaining world food production to meet a
constantly increasing world population has assumed ominous dimensions. The
signs of a coming crisis had been visible for some time but it took a bout of adverse

weather in certain regions of the world in 1972 and a resulting drop in grain production to bring home to public opinion that the world was facing a serious global
shortage of food. World stocks, which had generally been considerable in the past
decade , suddenly shrank to dangerously low levels. The threat of global famine
loomed large in the consciousness of the world community. The doomsters believed
that the world was on the brink of a Malthusian cataclysm. However , without
getting bogged down in the Malthusian quagmire, one thing is certain: vast numbers
of the world population are gravely undernourished. Anything meteorology can
do to alleviate this tragic situation will be an important contribution to global
well-being.
The gravity of the world food situation stimulated the United Nations and
other international bodies to pay greater attention and give more urgency to all
factors relating to increasing world food production , and hence to agrometeorology.
If we can take a fixed point in time for the international conscience to vocalize its
fears, this might well be 17 December 1973 when the UN General Assembly adopted
Resolution 3180 (XXVIII). This resolution foresaw a world food conference.
Through such a conference the international community could take specific action
to resolve the world food problem.
The World Food Conference in fact took place in Rome from 5 to 16 November
1974. The WMO Secretariat, in consultation with the president of WMO's Commission for Agricultural Meteorology, gave substantial support to the preparation
of the documentation for this conference. The conference made it quite clear that
the acute food shortage in many parts of the world had grown to the proportions
of a major world problem. It adopted a number of resolutions, several of which
called upon WMO explicitly and implicitly to take certain action.
These resolutions were concerned generally with the medium- or long-term
problem of increasing world food production and keeping track of the world food
situation by means of a world food security system. More specifically, they called
upon WMO to work out, in co-operation with FAO, a global system to utilize
meteorological information to assess crop production in key areas of the world
and to develop further this system through research and studies of crop/weather
relationships and of the problem of climatic variability. This involves the application of information already available through the World Weather Watch. But
such information would have to be increased in quantity and adapted to suit new
needs in order to improve the system.
The conference adopted further resolutions on the problem of increasing food
production in developed and developing countries, all directly involving WMO.
One called for an increase in applied research relating to food production and an
expansion in the training of the necessary technical personnel from the developing
countries. Another drew attention to the need for further study of the impact of
weather and climate, and their variability on food production; it emphasized the
need for further research on the application of meteorological information in planning land use and in agricultural management. Yet another resolution called upon
WMO to co-operate with other international organizations in assessing globally
the capability for new land areas to be used for agriculture . A resolution on scientific water management urged FAO and WMO to carry out climatological , hydrological and desert-creep surveys to assess the possibilities for irrigation, drainage
and flood control.
Seventh Congress gave its full support to everything the Organization could do
to carry out the resolutions of the World Food Conference . It gave particular
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emphasis to the improvement of national capabilities for the applications of meteorology to agricultural operations and planning. Steps shou ld also be taken to provide the necessary meteorological input to the FAO Global Information and Ear ly
Warning System on Food and Agriculture. As the whole area of agrometeoro logy
had long been the subject of close collaboration between WMO, FAO and Unesco,
the expansion of WMO activities would only intensify this collaboration.
Briefly, the decisions of Seventh Congress relating directly or indirectly to
agrometeorological activities in aid of food production covered four important
points. First, Congress adopted a resolution authorizing a considerable expansion
of all WMO agrometeorologica l activities bearing on food production. In particular, it urged increased help to developing countries to apply existing agrometeoroIogical knowledge and methods in the planning of their own nation al agricultural
systems. Second, Congress adopted a resolution calling for a more intensive study
of climatic change , and the social and environmental consequences of such changes.
The third important decision of Congress was to approve forma lly for the first time in
the history of the Organization a WMO programme on weather modification. The
main element of this programme would be a carefully planned precipitation enhancement project . The fourth of the Congress decision s was to increase significantly
WMO activities in the field of hydrology and water resources development. In that
connexion Congress took the unusual step of amending the basic Convention of the
Organization to include more specifically the subject of hydrology.
An important aspect of the FAO Early Warning System on Food and Agriculture is the feeding into it of relevant meteorological information by WMO.
There are two distinct parts to this activity: agro-weather forecasts, and summarized
past and present meteorological and climatological information . Successful agroweather foreca sting is very much dependent on the World Weather Watch and
improvements in its Global Observing System. Relevant too are the efforts of
GARP to extend the range , scope and accuracy of weather forecasts and to understand climatic fluctuations.
One novel feature in the FAO Early Warning System is the use which will be
made of a new U.S. a rtifici al Earth satellite known as ERTS (Earth Resources
Technology Satellite). The U.S. authorities put an improved version of this satellite
(weighing 891 kg) into a near-polar orbit early in 1975 . It circles the globe every
103 minutes and provides entire surface coverage of the Earth every 18 days. Datareceiving facilities - outside the U.S .A. - are in Canada , Brazil , Italy and Iran.
Additional countries are being given access to these facilities.
Designed to help in managing the Earth's natural resources and protecting its
environment, ERTS has multiple uses , not the least being the collection of data
whose study and analysis by computer can improve the timeliness a nd accuracy of
major crop forecasts. In addition to providing data from which accurate estimates
can be made of the acreage of wheat, barley , corn and rice , and the growth status of
crops determined at various times during the growing year, ERTS can , for example,
also collect evidence of how controlled grazing in the desert areas in the Sahelian
region of Africa can lead to the reclamation of desert land for productive use.
WMO is engaged in a number of existing projects and activities directly bearing
on the problem of world food production. The most spectacular projects - because
of the world publicity given to them - are concerned with meteorological development in the seven countries in the Sahel region of Africa. This region has suffered
disastrously in recent times from prolonged conditions of drought. The United
28 Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has approved a WMO project for
Agrometeorological station at El Pazo (Ecuador). II>

providing a Sahelian Regional Centre for Training and for studies on the Applications of Agrometeorology and Hydro logy. Seven national projects - one in
each country - for developing nationa l climatological, agrometeorological and
hydrological infrastructure have also been launched. A number of ind ustrialized
countries are also providing substantial aid to these Sahelian projects, the Netherlands and the U .S.A. in particular. The contribution of these two countries amounts
to about six million U .S. dollars.
Additional WMO studies on the Sahe! fina nced by UNEP are expected to be
completed by 1976. These deal with crop/weather relationships and with the assessment of the agricu ltural and hydrological potentials of the Sudano-Sahelian zone.
A further study is under consideration; it will deal with the relationship between
drought in Africa and the general circu lation of the atmosphere.
WMO is also active in such fields as desertification and drought studies, and
has initiated or participated in some agrometeoro logical surveys in marginal areas .
It is instructive to know somethi ng of how WMO operates in meeting its responsibilities in agrometeoro logy in additio n to its activities under UNDP technical cooperation and related programmes. The commission of WMO which has most
relevance to the world food problem is of course the Commi ssion for Agricultural

Meteorology. This very active commission has set up a large number of working
groups. The subjects covered by these working groups illuminate the varied and
vital areas covered by the commission:
(a)

Water requirements of agricultural crops under arid and semi-arid conditions;

(b)

Frequency and impact of water deficiencies for selected plant-soil systems;

(c) . Meteorological aspects of land-use and agricultural management systems under
severe climatic conditions;
(d) Meteorological factors associated with soi l degradation and erosion;

(e) Requirements by agriculture for medium- and long-range weather forecasts;

(f) Meteorological factors affecting the production of wheat, rice and Jucerne;
(g) Application of mathematical models for productivity of agricultural crops;
(h)

Forecasting of crop development and ripening.

An activity of the Commission for Agricultural Meteorology , whose importance
cannot be overstressed , is its sponsorship of a publications programme which
includes a large number of Technical Notes of incomparable value to agriculture and
food production. In addition to a Guide to agricultural meteorological practices,
WMO has issued technical publications on such general subjects as: Protection of
plants against adverse weather, The climatological investigation of soil temperature,
Measurement of evaporation , humidity in the biosphere and soil moisture, Protection
against frost damage, Meteorology and the desert locust , Air pollutants, meteorology,
and plant injury, Windbreaks and shelterbelts, and The application of micrometeorology to agricultural problems . WMO has also produced technical papers on highly
specialized subjects , also of great practical value: The forecasting from weather data
of potato blight and other plant diseases and pests, The influence of weather conditions
on the occurrence of apple scab, M eteorological factors affecting the epidemiology of
wheat rusts, Meteorology and grain storage, and several dozen other valuable studies.
Under the guidance given by Seventh Congress, and with the help of the various
organs of WMO - the Executive Committee, the Commission for Agricultural
Meteorology, and the regional associations - there is no doubt that the Organization will become more active than ever in the agrometeorological field. Global
awareness of the magnitude and menace of the world food problem has now opened
the way for a more dyn amic and greatly expanded range of activities on the part of
WMO. This will enable the Organization to face its responsibilities and meet the
challenge posed by the world food situation .

THE CHALLENGE OF WATER RESOURCES
We have already touched on the increase in WMO activities in the field of
hydrology and water resources development in relation to our discussion of the
world food problem. But the problems of water resources present a challenge
extending beyond the world food crisis. A vast range of human activities is dependent
on the availability of adequate water supplies: power production , industry, sanitation and public health services, water for human consumption, inland navigation ,
to mention some of the more important ones. Water shortages, particularly in
30 developing countries , can gravely hinder economic and social development. Since

Discharge measurements of the Alao river (Ecuador).

accurate information on water resources is essential for the above and many other
activities, it is obvious that all countries need efficient hydrological services. Without
basic information on water resources much economic development is hazardous.
The unanimous decision of Seventh Congress to amend the WMO Convention
to include specifically the subject of hydrology, and to state more clearly the Organization's goals and activities in that field, reflects the importance now attached
globally to water resources and accurate information about them. The thrust of
the action by Seventh Congress was directed towards filling gaps in our basic knowledge. This is of particular importance for developing countries.
Let us examine briefly the scope of the WMO Operational Hydrology Programme. It includes activities dealing with the measurement, collection and processing of basic hydrological data by means of specialized networks and hydrological
forecasting. The programme covers such elements as precipitation; snow cover;
evaporation from lakes , river basins and reservoirs; temperature and ice regimes of
rivers, lakes and reservoirs; water levels of rivers , lakes, reservoirs and estuaries;
water and sediment discharge of rivers; soil moisture and depth of soil frost; quality
of water; and groundwater. Activities in some of these subjects are undertaken by
the Commission for Hydrology in collaboration with other technical commissions,
with the regional associations and with certain UN organizations.
Seventh Congress also re-established the high-level Advisory Committee on
Operational Hydrology. Its main task is to provide poli,~y guidance on international
activities in hydrology and to advise Congress and the Executive Committee in that
field. Finally, Seventh Congress gave strong support to certain other international
water resources development programmes, perhaps the most important being the
UN Water Conference to be held in Argentina in 1977. It urged vigorous participation in that conference.
WMO has in fact been active in the field of hydrology and water resources
development since its inception. In particular, it has given substantial help to
developing countries under its technical co-operation programme. With funds made
available by UNDP and its predecessor bodies, it has provided developing countries
at their request with expert missions, with training facilities for their nationals by
means of fellowships for study abroad, or by means of seminars and conferences,
and with certain instruments and equipment. Some of these projects have been
large-scale, costing several million dollars and lasting for up to five years. Through
the organization of regional and inter-regional training seminars, it has made possible the training of hundreds of technical staff in one or other branch of hydrology
and water resources development. In the first twenty years of WMO technical cooperation activities, about one fifth of the more than 11 OOO nationals of developing
countries trained professionally by the Organization worked in hydrology and
agriculture.
The principal fields in which WMO has assisted developing countries are:
establishment of hydrometeorological departments or sections in the national
Meteorological Service, water resource surveys , hydrological and hydrometeorological observations , river and flood forecasting , application of hydrological and
meteorological data to water management (hydro-power development, irrigation
and drainage, bridges and river crossings , drinking water supply) investigation and
research, and the training of hydrological and hyd ~ ometeorological personnel.
WMO has also helped developing countries through its close collaboration with
UN regional commissions , particularly in Africa , Asia and the Pacific, and in
32 Latin America .

THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGE
Much publicity has been given in recent years - and rightly so - to man's
pollution of the atmosphere and the oceans and waters of the Earth. There is international recognition - as witnessed by the UN Stockholm Conference in 1972 on
the Human Environment - of the increasing urgency to protect the environment
against thoughtless or selfish behaviour. This presents a particular, formidable
and important challenge for meteorologists; for WMO is by its very nature an organization concerned with the atmosphere and therefore an environmental organization.
But meteorologists face an equally formidable challenge in helping humanity
to protect itself from the physical environment. We shall deal elsewhere with
important new applications of meteorological science to such environmental-related
activities as building climatology. We are concerned here with the more dramatic
of the emanations of nature, some, like tropical cyclones, awesome, cataclysmic
and devastating, others equally destructive but more silent, slow-moving and, subtle
like droughts and climatic changes. The Seventh Congress of WMO gave careful
thought to meeting these challenges. A brief account follows of the Organization's
activities to meet these three challenges of pollution, tropical cyclones and climatic
changes.

Environmental pollution

Well before Seventh Congress, WMO had been active in international efforts
to maintain world-wide environmental quality. Its role in these activities is central.
During the last four years WMO has developed and extended its network for monitoring background air pollution , i.e. the level of pollution in those areas of the world
which are remote from any local source of pollution. This will provide data for
research on air-pollution trends on a global scale, including the effects of pollution
on the climate of the Earth as a whole. The WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
has aided these activities and the UN Environment Programme has also provided
considerable support. The network is by no means complete and the Organization
is making great efforts to establish additional stations, .particularly in many developing countries, and in the southern hemisphere. WMO activities are closely linked
with the Global Environmental Monitoring System under the auspices of UNEP.
Not least of its activities is its now classic and traditional role of standardizing
instruments , collection and measurement techniques, and the processing and publication of data. This painstaking work may lack glamour, but without it, a monitoring system worth its name could not exist. A most recent development is the
attention now being given to the possible environmental impact of chloro- and
fiuoromethanes on the ozone layer. This layer protects us from an excess of harmful
ultra-violet rays which stream through space from the sun. WMO is now studying
a monitoring system to investigate this problem .
WMO works in close co-operation with .the World Health Organization on the
problem of air pollution at higher concentrations - what is known as the "impact"
level. Because of the bearing which meteorological factors have on the dispersion
of pollutants in cities and industrialized areas, WMO will be even more active in
the future in dealing with this problem, by promoting at the national level collaboration between meteorologists, health experts and environmentalists.
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The international responsibility for dealing with the problem of marine pollution is not directly that of WMO. However , the meteorological aspects of this
problem are extremely important. The Organization has therefore collaborated
actively with a series of intergovernmental , non-governmental and UN inter-agency
bodies on various aspects of the problem , including marine-pollution monitoring,
particularly of a regional nature such as in the Mediterranea n and in the North Sea.
WMO also promotes research on techniques to meas ure the interchange of pollutants
between the atmosphere and other environmental elements.
The Organization's active programme in operational hydrology has made it
only too aware of inland water pollution. WMO will meet this challenge by increasing its activities in providing Members with guidance material on the planning and
establishment of co-ordinated streamflow-quality (pollution) networks , particularly
for physical and chemical composition and on the observational procedures involved.
The Operational Hydrology Programme will , in the coming years, in co-operation
with UNEP, WHO and Unesco, also concern itself with problems such as the
environmental impact of man's activity on pollution of surface and ground water ,
including thermal pollution. It will also study the changes in the salt- /freshwater
balance in deltas, estuaries and coastal zones.
Because of the meteorological and hydrological aspects of U nesco's programme,
Man and the Biosphere_ (MAB), WMO has co-operated actively with that organization. It has encouraged Members to participate at the national and international
level as appropriate. It has also encouraged Members to establish principal climatological stations and background-pollution stations in biosphere reserves (reserves
for conserving the diversity and integrity of plants and animals within various
ecosystems and to provide ecological and biological research).
WMO's collaboration with the United Nations Environment Programme is
full, rich and mutually advantageous. WMO contributes to the implementation of
UNEP programmes , and, as already noted , UNEP provides valuable support for
important WMO projects, such as monitoring of background air pollution , studies
relating to the Sahelian drought , and marine pollution. And, as we shall see , UNEP
has assisted WMO with its Tropical Cyclone Project and with studies of climatic
change.
Tropical cyclones

The Organization has long been active in efforts to mitigate the damage done
by tropical cyclones (known in the western North Atlantic as hurricanes, and in
the Pacific as typhoons). About one third of WMO's 145 Members are affected by
tropical cyclones and the devastation wrought by them and their accompanying
storm surges. Tropical cyclones are generally very beneficial because of the muchneeded rain they bring. But they can also be lethal. They cause annual damage
- and this is is mostly in developing countries - probably exceeding U.S. $1 OOO
million and are responsible for the loss of thousands of lives. It is an appalling
hindrance to their economic and social progress.
Best known and most horrifying of tropical cyclones in recent times , and said
to be probably the most devastating in recorded history, was the one which struck
the low-lying north coast of the Bay of Bengal in 1970. It killed almost a quarter
of a million people - most of them drowned by the accompanying storm surge and caused incalculable damage to property. This gigantic storm was clearly visible
34 on satellite photos three days before its onset, and its track was closely watched by

satellite and radar. Unfortunately warnings went largely unheeded. This cyclone
and a series of deadly typhoons which had ravaged the Philippines earlier in the
same year spurred the international community to take action. The UN General
Assembly adopted a resolution calling upon WMO to continue and extend its
activities to mitigate the harmful effects of these storms. In response , WMO established its Tropical Cyclone Project.
The objectives of the Tropical Cyclone Project indicate the types of activity
undertaken or stimulated by the Organization. It will be seen that a number of
them are essentially operational while others involve research and scientific studies.
The activities include: strengthening the present capabilities of detecting, tracking
and forecasting tropical cyclones; making more generally available the techniques
of quantitative storm-surge forecasting; strengthening flood-forecasting capabilities,
particularly with respect to flooding associated with tropical cyclones; improving
tropical cyclone warning systems; providing support for disaster prevention and
community preparedness and related activities; and providing basic data on risk of
loss by winds, storm surges and floods to those who need them for development
planning or other purposes.
The geostationary satellites and polar-orbiting satellites which provide cloud
pictures at frequent intervals have already led to significant improvements in tropical
cyclone warning systems and offer encouraging prospects for further improvements.
Such a system is in fact operated over the adjoining seas by the United States of
America which makes freely available to interested countries the important information collected by its outer-space vehicles. Other satellite-operating Members
also make available useful data to enable countries affected to protect themselves
from the damage caused by tropical cyclones. All of these satellites are an important
component of the WWW. The implementation of the tropical cyclone warning
system is therefore heavily dependent on WWW.
Members have given WMO substantial help to meet its objectives. This help
includes special observational facilities such as weather ships and aircraft reconnaissance flights, as well as facilities for training and for seminars and conferences.
Much of what WMO has achieved is due to the strong support which UNDP has
given to these activities , as well as to WMO's own Voluntary Assistance Programme.
There has been the fullest co-operation with other intergovernmental bodies such as
UNEP , ESCAP (the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific)
and with UNDRO (UN Disaster Relief Office). The programme also works in
close co-operation with the non-governmental League of Red Cross Societies.
The efforts of WMO to help Members cope with tropical cyclones cover a wide
span of activities spread around the areas of the globe prone to these devastating
attacks. Assistance from UNDP has made it possible for the Organization to launch
a number of operational projects. Some of the most important of these projects
are the following: technical support to the ESCAP Regional Typhoon Programme;
assistance to enable research and training institutes in the Republic of Korea and
the Philippines to undertake research on typhoons and other tropical storms; assistance to Madagascar to establish a cyclone and thunderstorm forecasting , detection
and warning system; assistance to Cuba to expand and improve the hurricane work
of its Meteorological Service; assistance to the hurricane-warning services of the
Caribbean area by helping to establish a network of six JO cm radar stations in
Barbados , Belize, Jamaica , Guyana, Antigua and Tobago; help to improve flood
control and flood forecasting in India, Malaysia and Pakistan; help to promote and
improve cyclone warning and research in Bangladesh , Burma and India; and as-
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sistance to promote hurricane and flood warning and .forecasting in Honduras and
the Central American Isthmus. WMO has also played an important role in the
training of technical staff directly concerned with mitigating the damage done by
tropical cyclones. In the past four years it has organized technical conferences on
the use of meteorologica l radar, on hydrological and meteorological as pects of
tropical cyclones, and on cyclone forecasting techniques and warning systems in
Asia and the South-west Pacific .
Of the multiple and immediately practical activities of WMO, there are few
which capture the imagination of the public so forcibly as its Tropical Cyclone
Progra·mme. For here in the most understandable terms - human lives and property - the public can see the immedi ate and meaningful application of highly
specialized science and technology. While WMO has a n operational role to play
in these endeavours - and a very important one - it has a n even greater role as a
co-ordinator a nd stimulator of action. WMO follows a time-honoured practice
dating back to the foundation of IMO in Vienna more tha n a century ago. For a
relatively small outlay of fund s, the Orga nization is a ble to set in motion a worldwide operation of deep humanity whose enormous costs in money and time of
scientists and technicians are largely borne by its Members on a voluntary basis.
Climatic changes
We have already mentioned the topic of climatic changes when we considered
WMO's agrometeorological activities to assist world food production. However,
the subject extends far beyond the food problem; it touches on the whole economic
and social environment of m ankind . The problem is truly global. To study the
causes of climate and hence of climatic changes, it is essential to take into account
factors even beyond the atmosphere and the oceans. In the study of climatic changes,
it is in fact necessary to take into account such matters as hydrology (s now a nd ice
masses, ice a nd water ba lance of glac ier basins) , earth sciences (volcanic eruptions,
sea- level changes , glaciatio n) a nd also t he effects of man's own activities upon
climate.
But the food aspect is at present certainly the most pressing because governments realize that the impact on food supplies of even the usual year-to-year variations in climate can have grave consequences at a time when the world's food
reserves are precariously low . Any long-term trend towards a less favo urable
climate which might be superimposed on the annual variations could be disastrous
for global food and population policies.
The importance of the subject has not prevented it from becoming contentious.
Jn some quarters the discu ss ion of possible climatic changes has generated more
heat than light. There are very vocal proponents of a theory that we are about to
enter another ice age. A WMO/ICSU-sponsored conference in Stockholm in July
and August 1974 attended by more than sixty of the world's outstanding meteorologists and other environmental scientists noted that:
" . . . our understanding of climate and climatic variability is far too meagre to
warrant pronouncements of this sort. The important task at this time is rather
to give a n accurate picture of what we know and what we don't know and to
develop a programme for advancing our knowledge."
There are literally dozens of organiza tions, intergovernmental and non-governmental , involved in the study of one or other aspect of climatic change . WMO has
36 established profitable collaboration with all of them. However the central role of
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WMO is well recognized. Four of its · technical commissions - CAS, CoSAMC,
CAgM and CHy- and its joint GARP/ICSU operation are all directly involved
in studies and activities bearing directly on climatic change. It will be recalled that
one of the major objectives of GARP is a better understanding of the physical basis
of climate. It was therefore a salutary act on the part of the WMO Executive Committee to establish a panel of experts to formulate a coherent effort to bring order
into a somewhat crowded field. Clearly what is needed for such a vast subject
involving many disciplines is to integrate and co-ordinate all relevant international
activities into that coherent endeavour in which WMO takes the initiative and the
organizing and co-ordinating responsibilities. WMO is now undertaking this task.
It is hardly necessary to stress the urgency of an expanded programme of basic
and applied research into climatic change. The general fear of droughts , desertification , increasing cold and other phenomena limiting food production have all had
adequate publicity. The essential elements of an integrated international programme
must therefore include: basic and applied research, data and monitoring requirements, an international warning system, and institutional arrangements. The
dimensions of the data and monitoring requirements are enormous, and far more
complex than the task of modelling the general circulation of the atmosphere for
short-term weather prediction . Data over and above that provided by WWW are
required, particularly oceanographic data, and information on gaseous and particulate matter in the atmosphere. An international climate warning system is particularly necessary as we enter the last quarter of the twentieth century because of crises
in food and energy, to mention the two best-known ones.
There is every hope that an integrated international effort on climate change
will be in full operation in the not too distant future. However, as the tasks which
must be accomplished under that programme are immense, it will not be today or
tomorrow that meteorologists, mathematicians and other scientists unravel for us
the secrets of climatic change. But encouraged by the current activities of the
various technical commissions of WMO, and of GARP, and the increasing awareness of the vital importance of the subject for the well-being of much of humanity'
we can be confident that scientists will shortly provide us with a better understanding
of climatic changes. We can then arm ourselves to deal with its malign consequences,
if such there be.

OTHER METEOROLOGICAL CHALLENGES
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Modern meteorology has always been a science which took advantage of
advances in other technological fields . Within five years of Morse's invention of
the electric telegraph a storm-warning network based on it was in operation. Modern
inventions such as t he satellite, the high-speed computer and the laser have found
almost instant use in meteorology. In the less easily definable area of social responsibility, international meteorology has also an exemplary record. Meteorology is no
ivory-tower discipline.
We have -seen how rapidly and positively WMO responded to a series of UN
General Assembly resolutions (WWW, GARP, tropical cyclones, etc.). WMO
has been in the forefront of the UN organizations which are conscious of the economic and social responsibilities of their disciplines towards humanity. This , perhaps ,
first became fully articulate at the Sixth Congress of WMO in I 971 . . Here organized
international meteorology began to devote considerable attention to the economic
and social aspects of the interaction between man and his environment,_ drawing

attention to the practical benefits which humanity could derive from meteorology .
The international community and informed public opinion has since been made
increasingly aware of whole areas of economic activity which can benefit from
meteorological services.
Seventh Congress continued to expand on this subject. It revised the terms of
reference of the Commission for Special Applications of Meteorology and Climatology (CoSAMC) to include a number of new fields such as land planning, structural
engineering, commerce, transportation , human ecology, energy production and use ,
tourism and recreation, human health and disease , atmospheric pollution and manmade effects on climate, such as desert encroachment.
World-wide problems such as the energy crisis have drawn attention to the
important role of meteorology in finding solutions for them. Thus as a result of the
energy crisis, CoSAMC has given renewed attention to the important role of meteorology in that connexion. It has assigned studies to rapporteurs on: the exploitation
of sunshine and radiation data in planning for the use of solar energy for heating
and power production; present technology in the use of wind and solar energy
sources; and the assessment of the possible contribution of these supplementary
atmospheric sources to future energy demands.
CoSAMC has already engaged in studies on the Applications of Meteorology
to Housing and Building for Human Settlements, and on Climatology and Urban
Problems, all highly relevant to the energy conservation issue.
In drawing attention to these new problems, such as building climatology and
related subjects which present a challenge to meteorologists, Seventh Congress did
not forget the role of meteorology in some of the older and more traditional fields
of activity such as shipping and aviation. New technology and new needs in these
fields have presented meteorologists with fresh challenges. We shall now examine
briefly some of these challenges.
Housing, building and human settlements

When the German scientist, Heinrich Dove, was writing his classic Law of
storms in the middle of the last century, he could never have imagined the wide
applications of meteorology to everyday life which would take place a century later.
One of the most interesting of these new applications is in the broad field of what is
known as "human settlements". In the early 1900s about 80 per cent of the world
population lived in rural areas. As the century advanced, the move away from the
country into towns and cities increased at an asto nishing rate. This took place in
both industrialized and non-industriali zed countries. In some industrialized countries
more than ten per cent -of the surface is already covered by buildings. This must
necessarily increase as urban population grows. If the present trend of flight from
the country continues, by the end of this century more than half the world's population will live - if that is the right word - in towns and cities.
There is now a general awareness of the magnitude and seriousness of the
problem . Thi s led the UN General Assembly to adopt a resolution at its XXIXth
session calling for a Conference on Human Settlements (HABITAT) to be held in
Vancouver in 1976. The organizers of this important global conference invited
WMO to prepare a major substantive contribution to the basic document for the
conference "G lobal current situation of human settlements". In response, the
Organization has produced information and background papers on the impact of
meteorology and climatology on human settlements .
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Preparing for a radiosonde release on board a French ship. II>

In recent years there has been an increasing awareness on the part of town
planners, construction engineers and architects of the impact of climatological and
meteorological phenomena on their disciplines. To this end, the Organization has
established useful collaboration with the non-governmental body which is authoritative in these fields, the International Council for Building Research (CIB). It
has co-sponsored with CIB two Symposia on Building Climatology, one in Stockholm in 1972, and the other in Zurich in 1974.
These symposia and WMO's recently established Working Group on Building
Climatology have done much to bring home to those concerned the many ways in
which climatology touches on different aspects of building and urban planning.
For example, it is now taken for granted that meteorologists be consulted when
decisions are being made concerning the siting of new towns. It is now normal
that industries are located, whenever possible, in the prevailing downwind direction
of residential areas, to reduce as far as possible the discomfort and health risks of
the population due to smog. Jn urban planning and building design the use of
meteorological knowledge can result in annual savings of up to 20 per cent in heating
and cooling costs. The meteorologist also has an important contribution to make
in the siting of airports. Weather knowledge has an economic bearing not only on
the orientation and length of runways but also on the siting of the airport so as to
take into account the well-being and health of people living nearby.
More and more use is being made of meteorological and climatic data by the
construction industry. No competent constructor of harbours, coastal protection
works and off-shore drilling platforms would now dream of launching a project
without a full study of the relevant data on winds, waves and sea-surface temperatures. The constructors of other large structures such as towers , bridges, and highrise buildings now routinely consult meteorologists in order to take into account
the effects of wind pressure on their projects.
These problems, as we have noted, affect the developed and the developing
countries alike. Under its technical co-operation programme the Organization has
been active in assisting a number of developing countries cope with some of these
problems in widely contrasting subjects. WMO experts have helped one country
solve construction problems by adaptation of buildings to meet desert conditions.
The Organization's experts have assisted another country with an extremely cold
climate characterized by high winds combined with large amounts of precipitation
to develop new norms more suitable for construction in that particular climate.
Marine meteorology and shipping

The oceans of the world have long been one of the principal communication
links between countries. As long as men have sailed the seas they have been ineluctably interested in the state of the wind and the weather. Not surprisingly - as
noted earlier - one of the first large international scientific conferences ever called
was concerned with maritime meteorological matters. It met in Brussels in 1853.
The person largely instrumental in calling the conference was the American sailor,
Matthew Fontaine Maury, a founding father of oceanography and maritime meteorology. His major contribution was the preparation of wind and current charts
based on the examination of thousands of ships' log-books. Although his charts
were quite unsophisticated, more than one hundred years ago they saved international commerce about U.S. $50 million annually.
Until the use by mariners in 1905 of the electric radio telegraph to provide
.
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see storm signal flags and coastal lights, sea captains were very much on their own.
Modern sea transportation requires much more accurate weather information for
the protection of life at sea, and the most economical routeing of ships. WMO
has continued its traditional task of collecting and disseminating this information
for those basic purposes. The task is truly enormous. More than 7 OOO ships
- each in effect a voluntary mobile meteorological station - make observations
and disseminate information at agreed hours and in a code accepted by all countries.
Maritime users have in addition access to data provided by WWW.
In recent years the Organization's Technical Commission for Marine Meteorology - its specialist body - has expanded its traditional tasks to meet a series of
fresh challenges posed by the development and expansion of marine services or
marine-based activities. To assist these activities, particularly the new ones such as
off-shore drilling operations, harbour development and coastal protection work, it
has stimulated Members to issue bu11etins and other information containing storm
warnings, forecasts, analyses, actual weather reports from sea, land and air, wave
forecasting , forecasting of ice conditions, prediction of sea-surface temperature
affecting ship routeing, cargoes and fishing operations. A further service of considerable economic value to shipping which has developed in recent years is the
transmission, by a number of radio stations scattered around the globe, of facsimile
weather charts for ships at sea. A relatively inexpensive machine on shipboard
can pick up the transmissions and process them into weather maps. These valuable
services are available as a result of fruitful co-operation with other international
bodies such as IMCO, the International Chamber of Shipping (ICS), the International Radio Marine Committee (IRMC), and ITU .
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The services described have been largely of value to developed countries with
marine interests. In recent years a number of newly independent developing
countries have made vigorous efforts to develop their shipping. WMO has helped
these countries through its technical co-operation programmes to establish marine
meteorological services and train technical staff to operate them. This help has
been particularly valuable for the fishing industry .
A most interesting development among the services mentioned above is the
weather routeing of ships . This is of fairly recent origin, but it is one which has
been so successful that it has become a regular service offered to shipping by the
Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, the U.K., the U.S.A. and
the U.S.S.R. Weather routeing of ships involves the provision of specialized weather
forecasts so that ships can profit from the advantages of the prevailing weather,
and avoid or minimize its di sadvantages. Thus a ship destined for a U .S. Atlantic
port from Great Britain can purchase a routeing from the U.K. Weather Routeing
Service for Ships on the North Atlantic Trade. The cost is modest - less than
U.S. $100 for each routeing. The service will calculate the most economic and
suitable track for the ship , utilizing the three- to five-day forecast charts of surface
weather and wave height , and other bas ic data relevant to that particular ship.
In addition to the protection of cargo and crew, the use of this service can mean
considerable savings in time and fuel. Indeed, the savings by countries regularly
using routeing services must now amount to tens of millions of U.S. dollars annually.
Weather routeing of ships will probably become a standard feature of ship operation,
as it is already for aircraft.
Meteorology and aviation

In the economically developed regions of the world, aviation is probably the
largest customer for meteorological services. This is also true of a certain number
of developing countries. Indeed , in many of these countries the Meteorological
Service was set up initially for the benefit of aviation. Modern civil aviation operations anywhere would be unthinkable without meteorological services. The information they provide makes possible the safety and comfort of passengers (as many
as 300 or more in a single plane) , the protection of aircraft and equipment (planes
now costing millions of U.S. dollars) , economical routeing to avoid bad weather,
and the maintenance of regular schedules.
The increasing technological complexity of commercial aircraft - their size,
speed and range, the increasing number of flights and the density of airline networks - have all posed a challenge for meteorologists. When most aircraft were
piston-engined, their flight ceiling was below JO OOO m. Meteorologists concerned
themselves with data on winds , temperatures , turbulence, etc., below that level.
The introduction of jet aircraft raised that ceiling and created new tasks for the
meteorologist. The introduction of supersonic planes created a different set of
meteorological problems, important ones being clear-air turbulence, i.e. invisible
turbulence in a cloudless sky (this of course affects other aircraft) and weather
effects in climb and descent. Yet supersonic planes normally fly above the weather!
The development of new types of plane such as short take-off and landing (STOL)
and vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) and the increased use of helicopters will
require more meteorological data on the lower levels of the atmosphere.
WMO, and in particular its Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology
42 (CAeM) , keeps constant watch on technological advances and changes in aviation

so that meteorological services can be improved or adjusted to meet them. Accordingly , the Organization has summarized trends in the provision of meteorological
services to aviation up to 1980. It believes that there will undoubtedly be an increasing need for highly trained personnel, for improved quality and quantity of meteorological observations and forecasts, for automatic ·instruments, for co-operation
with all units providi_ng in-flight meteorological service to pilots, and for greater
use of computers in flight planning and air traffic control. It is also foreseen that
an increased knowledge will be required of clear-air turbulence detection and forecasting, runway visual range assessment and forecasting, the phenomena of wind
shear near the ground, wake turbulence at busy airports, fog dispersal, environmental pollution and noise, use of meteorological radar for aeronautical purposes,
use of information from meteorological satellites , and a host of other highly technical matters affecting efficient and safe operation of aircraft.
Meteorologists and other scientists are already responding to the challenge of
some of these new demands. High-speed computers and improved telecommunication equipment have rationalized and revolutionized the methods of providing
weather information to the aviation industry. In many parts of the world with
reasonably dense airline networks there are regular broadcasts devoted to weather
information for civil aviation. In accordance with arrangements worked out by
WMO and ICAO, meteorological information is broadcast at agreed hours to aircraft in flight. These broadcasts, known as VOLMET, also go out on a continuous
radioteletape. In addition, and where necessary, stations broadcast SIGMET
information , i.e. Significant Infiight Weather Information, such as active thunderstorms, heavy hail , severe turbulence, etc. The pilot also has access to much additional information from other radio transmissions.
The high-speed computer has vastly improved the meteorological services
provided at some of the world's larger airports. In one great western European
airport, automated meteorological services housed in a single building collect all
local weather data and disseminate it automatically in real time to all users at the
airport , in their offices. Users can obtain briefings from the computer, describing
weather conditions over a large number of routes. Users can also obtain fiightforecast charts and diagrams from facsimile reproduction machines.
The greater demands placed on meteorologists by the enormous increase in air
traffic has been met by the use of more complex equipment to collect and store
colossal quantities of weather information. Two of the largest of these data banks
are those installed in Brussels and Vienna. The computer's memory , which can be
readily interrogated, stores OPMET data from more than 800 stations throughout
the world , i.e. weather information of direct interest to aviation in most of Europe.
The development of facilities such as this owes much to the long and fruitful international collaboration between WMO and ICAO.

THE CHALLENGE OF WEATHER MODIFICATION

In recent years there has understandably been general interest in the possibility
of artificially modifying the weather for the benefit of mankind. The general public
is only too aware - particularly in the developing countries - of the catastrophic
effects of such meteorological phenomena as tropical cyclones, floods and droughts.
Indeed , mention of droughts by the press and radio immediately reminds the public
of the world food problem.
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· Growth of a seeded cloud during an experiment carried out in the US.A . These photographs were
taken at the tim e of seeding (I) and 9, 19 and 38 minutes later (2, 3 and 4 respectively).
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The whole subject of weather modification is controversial. Because of our
lack of precise informatio~ many scientists have still to be convinced that weather
modification experiments have so far produced positive results. For the reasons we
have already stated and because more than U.S . $100 million are spent ann ually by
various countries on weather modification projects, the subject is too important to
remain controversial and unclarified. WMO has for many years been following the
developments in weather modification and has from time to time issued statements
assessing the practical possibilities of these techniques. The official position of WMO
on weather modification is set out in a statement issued in 1975 entitled Present
state of knowledge and possible practical benefits in some fields of weather modification.
This necessarily cautious statement makes it quite clear that weather modification is still largely at the research stage. Our knowledge of some of the basic
physical processes in cloud physics is summarized, somewhat technically, for meteorologists and other scientists. Oversimplified, the science can be said to have had its
origins in the work of the Soviet scientist, V. N. Obolensky, in the 1930s and then
in 1946 in the accidental discovery by the American physicist, Vincent J. Schaefer,
that the crumbling of dry ice (solid carbon dioxide) into a deep-freeze refrigerator
produced ice crystals in the cloud caused by his breath. He realized that ice crystals
were necessary in most clouds to produce rainfall. Experiments sowing clouds
with dry ice seem to bear out his belief. Later, clouds were sown with the more
convenient substance silver iodide , whose crystal structure is similar to that of ice.
However , the official statement notes that , although there has been an encouraging ·
beginning in the understanding of the processes, particularly through the development of numerical models , i.e. through the use of applied mathematics, and although
some experiments have apparently yielded positive results, increased and further
research is still necessary. The statement surveys briefly the current status of weather
modification in several different fields.
Of the many experiments conducted in the stimulation of precipitation , i.e.
rain-making , only a few have clearly demonstrated that seeding has increased the
precipitation; in some cases there is evidence of a decrease! Certain types of fog
respond to seeding and can be dissipated. A small number of airports do in fact
employ devices and techniques for fog-dissipation. There appear to be some prospects for hail suppression . Beca use of the damage which hail does to crops , the
economic consequences could be considerable. But even in this promising field
the statement introduces a note of caution by adding that "the results to date are
not unambiguous". The interesting work which has recently begun on hurricane
modification has suggested that the appropriate seeding of hurricanes may be followed by reduced maximum wind velocity. But even here we are only at the threshold
of a vast field of investigation and research. The same applies to the exploratory
investigations being conducted into the suppression of forest and bush fires, the
inducement of down-droughts in developing convective clouds, the prevention of
lightning, and the prevention of the development of radiation fog.
Seventh Congress considered weather modification of such world-wide importance that WMO should move forward beyond giving a mere statement of our
knowledge of the subject (salutary and helpful though that was). It decided to develop
a WMO Weather Modification Programme in which first priority would be given to
a Precipitation Enhancement Project. This would be a carefully designed field
experiment aimed at obtaining scientifically convincing evidence on the feasibility
46 of significantly increasing rainfall amounts under specified conditions. The plan-

ning and implementation of this experiment would take several years and quick
results should not be expected.
The WMO Precipitation Enhancement Project (PEP) will be an internationally
planned, executed and evaluated exercise . In order that its conclusions are widely
accepted by the scientific community, Congress stressed that the experiment must
be meticulously prepared, executed and evaluated. The first stage of PEP would
be detailed studies of cloud populations. This would permit a choice of suitable sites
for a major experiment and would also be a basis for advice to Members considering
possible projects in their own countries. The area for the location of the experiment
would need to have the necessary infrastructure to support the complex arrangements
required. Preference would be given to an area where an increase in rainfall would
benefit the local population. It would be necessary to attract and retain competent
·
scientists for extended periods.
Seventh Congress noted the importance of developing international legal
principles and guidelines on weather modification as our knowledge of the subject
increased. The importance of this is by no means academic. Citizens of a town in
one Member State are in the process of suing their government for the enormous
sum of 600 million U.S. dollars. They claim that a rain-making operation was so
successful that ten inches of rain fell in a few hours in nearby hills, causing a flood
which killed more than 200 people and ripped their little town apart.
PEP will not preclude Members from undertaking their own weather modification experiments. To avoid duplication of effort and to ensure wide acceptance
of the results by the scientific community, Congress strongly stressed that such
experiments be carried out with guidance from a competent body of WMO experts.
As we have seen, Seventh Congress gave priority to rain-making. However, it
recognized the importance of other kinds of weather modification such as those
mentioned earlier because of their high potential socio-economic benefits. It stressed
the advantages of the WMO programme providing for co-ordination of the research
activities and making available authoritative information about them. An inventory
of activities related to weather modification should be maintained by WMO. In
carrying out PEP, WMO will collaborate as appropriate with other international
organizations such as UNEP; UNDP, ICAO and FAO. Finally, Seventh Congress
specially emphasized the need for increasing the number of specialists in the field
of cloud physics and its application to weather modification, particularly in developing countries. It noted the efforts of the Organization to stimulate the training
of personnel in all subjects directly related to weather modification.
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Conclusion

This booklet has shown how meteorology in thi s century, and particularly in
the last few decades , has developed into' an atmospheric science of world importance.
Profiting from and taking almost immediate advantage of technological advances,
notably from artificial Earth satellites, high-speed computers and advances in applied
mathematics, international meteorology has taken giant strides forward.
We have described briefly some of the challenges which face international
meteorology now and · in the immediate future: a rapidly increasing world population requiring ever-increasing supplies of food and water; the pollution of the air ,
oceans and waters of the Earth; the devastating effects of tropical cyclones; the
threat of climatic changes , particularly affecting food production; the applications
of meteorology to an increasing number of human activities such as housing, building and human settlements , shipping and aviation; and the possibilities of weather
modification which could affect all of these things.
There are reasons to be optimistic that WMO and its 145 Members will be able
to meet these challenges successfully. But this will require meteorologists to continue
to improve the services they offer to the community and to develop an even more
profound understanding of the behaviour of the atmosphere. For that we shall
have to count on an even greater effort on the part of the scientists and researchers
working in the universities and technical institutes.
In considering the developments in meteorology during the remaining years of
this century , the head of one of the oldest and greatest Meteorological Services had
this to say:
·
" ... we are entering a new and exciting era in which we shall see great advances
and changes in meteorology both as a science and as a service. For the first
_time we can look forward to having tools at least commensurate with the task.
Equally important, there is a new spirit of hope and confidence that , given
these tools , we shall make unprecedented advances in understanding and
predicting the behaviour of the atmosphere and thereby make important new
contributions to the social and economic well-being of the community. This
new spirit is reflected in the scale and scope , the imagination and courage, of
the thought and action behind the great international programmes of global
observations , data processing, numerical computation and research associated
with the WWW and the GARP ."
The institutions and machinery which now exist and the spirit of friendly cooperation which international meteorology has built up over a period of more than
one hundred years all portend well for the future. Those who serve the science of
meteorology, whether in national Meteorological Services , in research organizations
or in the Secretariat of the World Meteorological Organization can count themselves among the privileged . This is a time when , as we have seen , new and important
developments are unfolding which put meteorology in a prominent place in programmes and activities relating to many world problems. In the concerted efforts
to meet the challenges posed by these problems, meteorologists can take pride in
48 the significant role which they are playing in contributing to the welfare of humanity.

